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Outline of the talk� Motivation� Properties of Failure Detetors� Completeness (Strong and Weak)� Auray (Eventual weak)� Properties introdued in this paper� In�nitely Often Auray� Conditional Auray� Global Auray� Implementation of IO detetors� Appliation: Server Maintenane Problem
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� The most basi module for many fault-tolerant systems� Funtion: Whih entities have failed ?� Proesses, hannels, messages� Fous on proess failures� Converting bloking program to a non-bloking one� wait for a message from Pj beomes� wait for (a message from Pj) or (Pj suspeted)� Desirable Properties of Failure Detetors� Completeness: failed entity is suspeted� Auray: unfailed entity is not suspeted
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� messages:� asynhronous (no upper bound on message delays)� reliable, no FIFO assumption� no shared lok or memory� Model of a proess failure� rash: eases all its ativities� does not announe its rash� no maliious behavior
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Model of a run� One distributed program has multiple runs possible depending on� external inputs� message ordering� failure patterns of proesses� time taken by messages� Eah run results in a sequene of states at eah proess� �nite if the proess fails� in�nite otherwise� Notation� Pi; Pj: proesses� s,t: loal states (totally ordered for a single proess)
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Parallel and Distributed Systems Laboratory 6Failure Detetion: Completeness� Prediates� suspets(s; i) � Pi is suspeted in state s� permsusp(s; i) � 8t : s � t : suspets(t; i)� failed(i) � Pi has failed� Strong Completeness: a failed proess is permanently suspeted byall orret proesses� failed(i) ^ :failed(j) ) 9s 2 Pj : permsusp(s; i)� Weak Completeness: a failed proess is permanently suspeted bysome orret proess� failed(i) ) 9s : permsusp(s; i)� Note: all properties impliitly universally quanti�ed for runs.
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Parallel and Distributed Systems Laboratory 7Failure Detetion: Auray� Eventual Weak Auray� Eventually some orret proess is never suspeted by any orret proess� EW Detetor: weak ompleteness + eventual weak auray� Consensus problem an be solved in an asynhronous system givenEW detetor [CT 96℄.� Consensus problem is impossible to solve in an asynhronous system[FLP 85℄ (even when at most one proess fails).� Therefore, there is no failure detetor whih provides weak omplete-ness and eventual weak auray.
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Parallel and Distributed Systems Laboratory 8Implementable Auray PropertyIn�nitely Often Auray: No orret proess is permanentlysuspeted.� :failed(i) ) 8s : :permsusp(s; i)� Alternatively, any wrong suspiion is disovered in �nite time (even-tually).You will make mistakes in an asynhronous system. Just ensure thatyou disover your mistakes (eventually).� IO Detetor = Strong Completeness + In�nitely Often A-uray
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P1

P0

P2

(A,A,A,A)    (S,A,A,A)  (S,A,S,A)                                   (S,A,S,A)P3

A = Alive   S = Suspected

(A,A,S,A)       (S,A,A,S)    (S,A,A,A)

(S,S,A,A)     (S,A,A,S)    (S,A,A,S)
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� Algorithm that does not satisfy IO auray (similar to wathdon Unix[HuaKin 96℄).� Every k units broadast \are you alive"� wait for timeout period t < k.� suspet = proesses that did not respond� Another example [Bek91℄� multiast polling messages periodially� proesses are expeted to reply with \I am alive" messages immedi-ately� If the answer is missing for three times onseutively, it assumes thatthis proess has rashed.
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� An algorithm that satis�es IO auray� Broadast \alive" message every k units� On reeiving \alive" from Pi� unsuspet Pi� reset the timer for Pi� On expiry of the timer for Pi� suspet Pi� Key idea: there should not be any interval of time in whihmessages are ignored
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� Motivation: better properties when the omputation is well-behaved� Partial Synhrony:� A run is partially synhronous if there exists a state s in a orretproess Pi and a bound Æ suh that all messages sent by Pi after stake at most Æ units of time.� Pi, s, Æ may not be known in advane� Conditional Eventual Weak Auray� A failure detetor satis�es onditional eventual weak auray if forall partially synhronous runs it satis�es eventual weak auray.
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Parallel and Distributed Systems Laboratory 13IO detetor at Pj with the onditional aurayIO:suspets : set of proesses initially ;;timeout: array[1..N℄ of integer initially t;wath: timer initially set to timeout;(A1) send \alive" to all proesses after every t units;(A2) On reeiving \alive" from Pi;if i 2 IO:suspets thenIO:suspets := IO:suspets� fig;timeout[i℄++;Set wath[i℄ timer for timeout[i℄;(A3) on expiry of wath[i℄IO:suspets := IO:suspets [ fig;
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� Stronger property than IO aurayExample: Whenever P1 is aurate about P2, it is mistaken aboutP3 and vie versa� GIO auray Every proess is aurate aboue the entire systemin�nitely often� Algorithm at Pi: main ideatimestamp: array[1..N℄ of integer initially 0;/* when was the last time Pi reeived a message from Pj */IOG:suspets : set of proesses initially ;;timeout: array[1..N℄ of integer initially t;wath: array[1..N℄ of timer initially set to timeout;
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Parallel and Distributed Systems Laboratory 15GIO detetor(A1) send \alive" to all proesses after every t units;(A2) On reeiving \alive" from Pi;timestamp[i℄ := time; // any inreasing ounter will doif i 2 IOG:suspets thentimeout[i℄++;for k 2 f1; ::; ng doif k 2 IOG:suspets ^ timestamp[i℄ � timestamp[k℄IOG:suspets := IOG:suspets� fkg;Set wath[k℄ timer for timeout[k℄;(A3) on expiry of wath[i℄IOG:suspets := IOG:suspets [ fig;
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� Strong Completeness� Every failed proess is permanently suspeted (eventually).� In�nitely Often Auray� No unfailed proess is permanently suspeted.� (global) every proess has aurate view of the system in�nitely often.

� Conditional Auray� In a partially synhronous run, there exists a orret proess whih iseventually never suspeted by anybody.
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� Argument: Just use a large value of timeout� Lateny in failure detetion high� trade-o� between response time and auray of failure detetion� Algorithms must work orretly in spite of inaurate suspi-ions� IO-auray implies any inaurate suspiion will be deteted in �nitetime
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Fault-Tolerant Servers

� Need a ontinuously running servie� For simpliity assume that the servie is stateless� e.g. web server for douments� Use N servers for N � 1 fault-tolerane� Requirement:� (At least) one server responds to the request� Preferably only one server responds
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� Token: Whoever has the token is the urrent leader� Availability:� There is always at least one token (modulo timeout period).� EÆieny:� There are never two or more tokens (modulo message arrival period).

� Under partial synhrony:� Exatly one token under partial synhrony.
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� proess Pi is assumed to have a token if� all proesses with smaller indies than i are suspeted� Pi is not suspeted.s:token(i) � 8j : j < i : s:suspets[j℄ ^ :s:suspets[i℄:

� Note� EÆieny requires In�nitely often auray� Large timeouts not desirable� Algorithm does not satisfy \exatly one token" under partial syn-hrony.
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Solution: Main ideas

� Proess Pi has a token� if all proesses that are urrently not suspeted by Pi have tikettimes that are greater than that of Pi.� Tiket time of Pk: logial time when� it was suspeted by some proess Pi suh that (aording to Pi)� Pk had a token before the suspiion and� Pi has a token after the suspiion.� If a proess with a token is suspeted its tiket time willbeome greater than all other tiket times.� Movement of a token from a slow proess
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Parallel and Distributed Systems Laboratory 22Algorithm for Pitiket:array[1..N℄ of (int,int) initially 8i : tiket[i℄ = (0; i)suspeted: array[1..N℄ of boolean; /* set by IO detetor */token(k) � (8j 6= k : suspeted[j℄ _ (tiket[j℄ > tiket[k℄))^ :suspeted[k℄(R1) Upon suspiion of Pk with token(k)if token(i) thentiket[k℄ := Lamport0s logial lok;send \slow", k, tiket[k℄ to all proesses(R2) Upon reeiving \slow",k,ttiket[k℄ := max(tiket[k℄; t);
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� Availability� Under false suspiion� Under failures� EÆieny� Any inaurate suspiion is deteted due to IO auray� Exatly one token under partial synhrony� All slow proesses lose tokens
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Conlusions
� Fault Tolerane ruial in distributed systems� Be areful about the properties of your failure detetor� IO detetors give best of both the worlds� asynhronous behavior: mistakes will be disovered.� (partially) synhronous behavior: agreement, exatly one token et.
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